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WPS SERIES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

      Materials Required by Contractor: 
 

 - 90°C rated supply conductors 
 - Fasteners to mount luminaire to wall 
 - Silicone Sealant Caulk 

      Before Starting Work: 
 

        - Ensure that all electrical connections are not live!  Take all steps necessary to 
          make sure that electrical connections will not become live accidentally during  
          installation. 
        - Ensure input voltage is correct per ETL label on luminaire. 
       Installation Steps: 
 

1.      Remove six screws on sides of wall pack. Separate front portion from rest of  
         wall pack. LED will be exposed. Use caution and do not touch the LED.  
         Touching the LED can cause damage. 

2.      If necessary to reach black, white, and/or green wires, remove reflector over the 
         LED by unscrewing the five screws holding it in place. Separate reflector from 
         the back of the wall pack. 

3.      Mount the fixture housing to the wall. Use silicone caulk to seal any holes 
         created. Bring wiring into the light fixture. 

4.      Connect supply wires with the light fixture’s wiring. The photocell is pre 
         installed. Do not remove any of the factory-connected wiring. 

 
 
 

WPS Series lights will operate at 120V 60Hz ONLY. Operating these lights at other 
voltages will cause the light fixtures to fail and create an unsafe condition. 

5.      If necessary, use the five original screws to re-attach the reflector over the LED. 

6.      Re-attach front portion to the rest of the light using six original screws. Ensure 
         that the front is properly seated to the back so that no water can enter the light 
         fixture. Installation is now complete. 
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Black = Live 

White = Neutral 
Green = Ground 

Black = Live 

White = Neutral 
Green = Ground 


